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SUBJECT ENGLISH LANGUAGE
 
TEACHER MISS
 
CLASS 11th GRADE (3° MEDIO)
 

 
 To review the structure, meaning and uses of 
 To learn and use words related to 
 To skim an infographic text to get the gist.
 To analyze and write an infographic.
 To understand responses to questions in
 To use and give examples.

 
 To review the structure, meaning and uses of future forms such as 
continuous. 
 To learn and use words connected with 
 To understand references in an historical article.
 To listen for agreement phrases in short extracts.
 To talk about my hopes and ambitions in an interview.

 

 
 To review the structure, meaning and uses of 
 To learn and use words connected with 
 To deduce meaning from context in a magazine article.
 To identify attitude from the speaker’s tone of voice in conversations.
 To express preferences and give reasons in a photo t

 
PLANNED 

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT 

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT 

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT 

 

AMAZING GRACE ENGLISH SCHOOL PEÑUELAS
COORDINACIÓN ACADÉMICA 
COQUIMBO 2020 

“Permanezcan fuertes y constantes. Trabajen siempre para el Señor con entusiasmo”  (1 Corintios 15:58)

“Be strong and immovable. Always work enthusiastically for the Lord” 

  

SEMESTER PLAN II

ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

MISS VICTORIA TRONCOSO 
  

GRADE (3° MEDIO) 

UNIT 4:  BIG CITY LIFE
LEARNING AIMS

eview the structure, meaning and uses of present perfect simple
earn and use words related to places in the city.
kim an infographic text to get the gist. 
nalyze and write an infographic. 
nderstand responses to questions in an interview.
se and give examples. 

UNIT 5: THE WEEKEND STARTS HERE!
LEARNING AIMS

eview the structure, meaning and uses of future forms such as 

earn and use words connected with hobbies.
nderstand references in an historical article.

isten for agreement phrases in short extracts.
alk about my hopes and ambitions in an interview.

UNIT 6: GOOD FOOD, GOOD MOOD
LEARNING AIMS

eview the structure, meaning and uses of zero,
earn and use words connected with health. 
educe meaning from context in a magazine article.

dentify attitude from the speaker’s tone of voice in conversations.
xpress preferences and give reasons in a photo t

PLANNED ASSESSMENT 

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT  
Unit 4:              

35% 

 
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT  

Unit 5:  
35% 

 
SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT  

Unit 6:  
30% 

Total 100% 

PEÑUELAS 

constantes. Trabajen siempre para el Señor con entusiasmo”  (1 Corintios 15:58)

“Be strong and immovable. Always work enthusiastically for the Lord” (1 Corinthians 15:58)

SEMESTER PLAN II PRIORIZADO 
 

UNIT 4:  BIG CITY LIFE 
LEARNING AIMS 

present perfect simple and continuous
places in the city. 

an interview. 

UNIT 5: THE WEEKEND STARTS HERE! 
LEARNING AIMS 

eview the structure, meaning and uses of future forms such as will, be going to, present simple

hobbies.  
nderstand references in an historical article. 

isten for agreement phrases in short extracts. 
alk about my hopes and ambitions in an interview. 

UNIT 6: GOOD FOOD, GOOD MOOD 
LEARNING AIMS 

zero, first and second conditionals. 
 

educe meaning from context in a magazine article. 
dentify attitude from the speaker’s tone of voice in conversations. 
xpress preferences and give reasons in a photo task. 

ASSESSMENT FORMAT
Lessons’ handouts 
Inforgraphic/Brochure 

Video 

Lessons’ handouts 

“My future” video 

Online quiz 

Lessons’ handouts 
Photo Description 
Online quiz 

constantes. Trabajen siempre para el Señor con entusiasmo”  (1 Corintios 15:58) 

1 Corinthians 15:58) 

continuous.  

will, be going to, present simple and   

 

ASSESSMENT FORMAT PERCENTAGE 
20% 

 45% 

35% 

20% 

35% 

45% 

20% 
35% 
45% 


